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Abstract. Spontaneous mass and charge losses from individual multi-megadalton
ions have been observed with charge detection mass spectrometry (CDMS) by
trapping single hepatitis B virus (HBV) capsids for 3 s. Gradual increases in the
oscillation frequency of single ions in the ion trap are attributed mainly to mass loss
Charge Loss
(probably solvent, water, and/or salt). The total mass lost during the 3 s trapping
period peaks at around 20 kDa for 4 MDa HBV T = 4 capsids. Discrete frequency
drops punctuate the gradual increases in the oscillation frequencies. The drops are
attributed to a sudden loss of charge. In most cases a single positive charge is lost
along with some mass (on average around 1000 Da). Charge loss occurs for over
Time (ms)
40% of the trapped ions. It usually occurs near the beginning of the trapping event,
and it occurs preferentially in regions of the trap with strong electric fields, indicating that external electric fields
promote charge loss. This process may contribute to the decrease in m/z resolution that often occurs with
megadalton ions.
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Introduction

E

lectrospray mass spectrometry (ES-MS) is the premier
method for determining accurate masses of protein complexes and other supramolecular assemblies. An analyte ionized by ES picks up a distribution of charges, and examining
the location of each peak in the m/z spectrum provides the
mass. This is not possible for many highly-charged
megadalton-sized complexes because the peaks are unresolved
[1, 2]. Most mass spectrometers should be able to resolve the
charge state peaks, but the peaks are broadened [3–5]. Understanding the nature of the peak broadening is thus of great
importance for the analysis of high-mass ions. Solvent adducts
make an important contribution to the peak broadening. For
native mass spectrometry, the solvent is water and a volatile
salt, usually ammonium acetate.
Several features enhance desolvation. Raising the pressure
and mass of the gas in the first differentially pumped regions of
a mass spectrometer collisionally cools the kinetic energy
picked up in the supersonic expansion into the instrument and
improves desolvation [6–9]. Desolvation is also assisted by
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heating the inlet [10]. Using nano-ES instead of regular ES
has several benefits as well [11, 12], the most important being
that the primary droplets from nano-ES are about an order of
magnitude smaller than from regular ES.
As solvent evaporates from an ES droplet its radius decreases, and the charge density increases. Eventually, the surface tension of the droplet is overcome by electrostatic repulsion and a fission event occurs, reducing the charge. The
number of charges that can be accommodated on the droplet
before a fission event is the Rayleigh limit,
zR ¼

1=2
8π 
γε0 R3
e

ð1Þ

where R is the droplet radius, γ is the surface tension, ε0 is
vacuum permittivity, and e is the charge on an electron [13].
The ES charging mechanism depends on the analyte. Large,
near-spherical objects are thought to be charged by the charge
residue mechanism (CRM) [14], where the particle remains in
the interior of the electrospray droplet while the droplet evaporates and undergoes multiple fission events until, finally, the
remaining charge is deposited on the mostly desolvated analyte
ion. The maximum charge that a spherical particle of radius R
can acquire by the CRM is the Rayleigh limit.
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For small droplets, the electric field at the surface can
become strong enough to eject single ions [15, 16]; the ionemission mechanism (IEM) then takes over and controls the
charge [17]. The transition to the IEM is predicted to occur near
a radius of 5 nm for ammonium acetate droplets [18, 19]. For
larger objects, the charge is controlled by the Rayleigh limit,
whereas for smaller objects it is determined by the IEM. The
hepatitis B virus (HBV) capsids studied here have radii of
~14.5 and ~16 nm for T = 3 and T = 4 capsids, respectively
[20], so the IEM should not play a role.
A change in the mass or charge of a trapped ion can be
monitored using charge detection mass spectrometry (CDMS).
In CDMS both the m/z and charge of individual ions are
measured simultaneously. The ion passes through a metal tube
and the induced charge is detected by a charge-sensitive preamplifier [21, 22]. The magnitude of the induced charge provides the charge of the ion, and the time-of-flight through the
tube provides its m/z. The uncertainty in the charge measurement is high for single pass experiments (usually hundreds of
elementary charges [23–26]) which limits the mass resolution.
The charge can be measured much more precisely by embedding the detector tube inside an ion trap so that the ion’s
induced charge is measured repetitively [27–31]. The m/z in
ion-trap CDMS is determined by the ion’s oscillation frequency. Only one ion is trapped and measured at a time, so ion-trap
CDMS is quite slow, but it is capable of providing near perfect
charge accuracy [31].
Since a single ion can be trapped for at least several seconds,
each ion’s m/z and charge can be tracked as a function of time.
The m/z decreases gradually, which we attribute to evaporation
of residual solvent (water and/or salt). In addition, over 40% of
the ions exhibit sudden losses of a single charge. Smith and
coworkers have performed related work by trapping single ions
in an FTICR cell and shifting their charge states with a reagent
[32–34]. In these experiments, only the m/z was measured and
the charge was deduced from the shifts in the m/z values for
different charge states. Only a few ions were trapped and
measured because these experiments are time consuming.
More recently, Anderson and coworkers have trapped single
quantum dots in a 3D quadrupole ion trap and measured the
rate of their mass loss from laser heating [35–37]. In the 1990s,
the Smith group also observed spontaneous shifts in the m/z of
individual DNA ions trapped for several minutes, but whether
the shifts were due to changes in charge or mass could not be
determined [38]. To our knowledge, spontaneous changes in
mass or charge of trapped macromolecular ions have not been
studied since.

Experimental
Charge Detection Mass Spectrometer
Our charge detection mass spectrometer has been described
thoroughly elsewhere [2, 28–31]. Ions are generated with
positive-mode nano-ES and are drawn through a heated capillary into the first differentially pumped region, which contains

an ion funnel. Ions are transmitted into subsequent differentially
pumped regions containing first a hexapole (with a 100 V DC
offset to set the ion’s kinetic energy) and then an rf-only
quadrupole. From there, an Einzel lens focuses the ions into
the entrance of a dual hemispherical deflection analyzer (HDA),
which passes ions within a narrow range of kinetic energies per
charge, centered at 100 eV/z. Ions exiting the HDA enter the
final differentially pumped region, which contains an ion trap
with conical endcaps and a central, shielded detector tube that is
connected to a cryogenically cooled JFET (2SK152) at the input
of a charge-sensitive preamplifier (Amptek A250, Bedford,
MA, USA).
To trap an ion, the potential on the back endcap is first raised
from ground to 135 V and then, 0.5 ms later, the potential on
the front endcap is raised to 135 V. After a predetermined time,
both endcaps are grounded for 0.5 ms to clear the trap, and then
the next trapping event begins. In this study, ions were trapped
for up to 2991 ms. When the endcaps are grounded, the ions
pass through the trap and impinge on a pair of microchannel
plates (MCPs). The MCP output is used to control the ion beam
intensity and maximize the chance of trapping a single ion.
Events with no ions or with multiple ions are discarded by the
analysis program. Trapped ions oscillate back and forth
through the detector tube and induce a signal on each pass.
The time domain signal is analyzed by a FORTRAN program. The program starts by performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the entire trapping event to determine the
number of ions trapped. This single FFT cannot be used to
measure the charge on the ion because the magnitude of the
peaks in the FFT are proportional to the time the ion is trapped;
the full-event FFT does not account for ions that are not trapped
the full time. If a single ion is detected, a short, Gaussianapodized FFT is stepped across the trapping event. The center
of the fundamental peak in the FFT determines the frequency of
the ion, f, which is related to the m/z of the ion by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C z
f ¼
E 1:8 m

ð2Þ

where C is a calibration constant determined from Simion
simulations, and E is the ion energy per charge (nominally
100 eV/z).
The magnitudes of the fundamental and the second harmonic peaks are added to determine the charge [31]. The signature
of an ion being lost from the trap is the loss of the fundamental
peak from the short FFTs. Normally, the m/z and charge
measurements are averaged over the time that the ion is
trapped, and then the average m/z and charge are multiplied
to obtain the mass. The process is repeated for thousands of
ions, and the results are binned into a mass histogram. Here the
methodology has been modified slightly since we are focusing
on changes in frequency and charge over time; the particulars
are described below.
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Sample Preparation
A 40 μM solution of truncated, assembly-competent core protein dimer of hepatitis B virus (HBV) in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5
was assembled into empty capsids in 300 mM NaCl for 24 h.
HBV is dimorphic. The core proteins used here assemble into a
mixture of T = 3 and T = 4 capsids [39] weighing around 3 and
4 MDa, respectively. The solution was dialyzed into 100 mM
ammonium acetate. Size-exclusion chromatography was then
performed to transfer the capsids into high-purity ammonium
acetate (>99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).

detector tube, or by the loss of mass. Solvent (water and/or salt)
molecules can be lost if the ion is not completely desolvated.
Collisions with a background gas results in an exponentially
decaying energy [7, 40]. This can be adapted to describe the
kinetic energy per charge as a function of time,
E ¼ E i e−2t=τ

where E is kinetic energy per charge after time t, Ei is initial
kinetic energy per charge, and τ is given by
τ¼

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows representative frequency versus time plots for
two trapped HBV T = 4 capsid ions, obtained by stepping a
short FFT across the time domain signal. In Figure 1a, the
oscillation frequency gradually increases and approaches an
asymptotic value at long times. According to Equation 2, a
frequency increase can be explained by the loss of mass or
kinetic energy or by a gain of charge. The net positive charge of
a trapped ion can increase by release of a negative ion. However, this is very unfavorable from an electrostatic point of
view, and we show below that changing the charge by just 1 e
(elementary charge) has a very obvious signature. The kinetic
energy of a trapped ion can decrease through collisions with the
background gas, by interactions with the charge induced on the

Figure 1. Representative frequency versus time plots for single HBV T = 4 capsid ions. (a) Typical result for an ion with
constant charge. The gradual increase in frequency is from
solvent (water and/or salt) evaporation and from energy loss
due to collisions with the background gas. (b) Typical result for
an ion which loses a single charge just after 500 ms of being
trapped, indicated by the sudden drop in frequency

ð3Þ

3m
4 mg n σ vkT

ð4Þ

where mg is the mass of the background gas molecules, n is the
number density of the gas, σ is the collision cross section of the
particle with the gas, and vkT is the thermal velocity of the
background gas. Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 2 gives
the ion’s frequency in the trap as a function of time accounting
for background gas collisions. The resulting equation has a
positive second derivative, while the results in Figure 1a show
that the ion’s oscillation frequency has a negative second
derivative. Thus, energy loss through collisions with the background gas alone cannot account for the experimental
observations.
Incorporating mass loss can produce functions with the
correct shape. Models describing evaporation rates of droplets
in vacuum, for which the rate of mass loss is proportional to the
radius of the droplet [41] do not apply to our case since even a
monolayer of water on the HBV capsid surface would weigh
many hundreds of kilodaltons. It will become clear below that
this is much greater than the observed mass loss. Moreover, the
frequency as a function of time arising from this type of mass
loss has a second derivative very near 0 for realistic parameters.
Thus, this is not an appropriate model for multiple reasons.
We now consider a model where solvent molecules independently desorb from equivalent sites on the capsid surface.
We assume that the heat reservoir provided by the capsid is
sufficiently large that loss of a comparatively small number of
solvent molecules does not affect the temperature. With this
model, the mass at time, t, is given by


ð5Þ
m ¼ mi −mp e−k ðT Þt þ mp
where mi is the initial mass of the particle including excess
solvent, mp is the final mass, and k(T) is the first order rate
constant for evaporation of the excess solvent. At t = 0, m = mi,
and as t approaches infinity, m = mp. In addition to reducing the
mass, the mass loss will decrease the capsid’s kinetic energy
per charge. The decrease in energy depends on the electric
potential at the ion’s location in the trap when the evaporation
event occurs. For example, assuming the ion initially has a
kinetic energy of 100 eV/z at a potential of 0 V, if it loses a
solvent molecule where the potential is 100 V (i.e., where the
ion is reflecting in the trap and is momentarily stationary), the
ion will still be accelerated through a 100 V field in the trap and
will still have a kinetic energy of 100 eV/z at 0 V. On the other
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hand, if the ion loses mass in the detector tube (where the
potential is nominally 0 V), its energy loss is proportional to
its mass loss. The kinetic energy per charge of the ion at 0 V as
a result of mass loss is thus given by,
E ¼ ðEi −V Þ

m
þV
mi

ð6Þ

where Ei is the ion’s initial kinetic energy per charge at 0 V and
V is electric potential where the evaporation event occurs.
Equation 5 can be substituted into Equation 6 to give an
expression for the kinetic energy per charge as a function of
time as a result of mass loss. However, it is important to
consider whether Equation 6 should be modified to account
for energy loss from collisions and from the interaction between the ion’s charge and the induced charge. Although not
the primary factors explaining our changes in frequency, they
may still make a significant contribution.
For HBV capsid ions with nitrogen background gas at 2.7 ×
10−9 Torr, the pressure in the trap for these experiments, the
time constant for energy decay from collisions, τ in Equation 3,
is ~3000 s. An ion with an initial energy of 100 eV/z would
therefore lose about 0.2 eV/z throughout a 3 s trapping event.
While this seems like a modest loss of energy, it turns out to be
quite important.
Calculating the effect of the charge-induced charge
interaction is more complicated. To understand the effect
of the induced charge on the ion’s kinetic energy, first
imagine a simplified case where the charge-sensitive
preamplifier is detached from the detector tube, and the
detector tube is initially at 0 V. As a positive ion
approaches, it polarizes the tube, inducing a negative
charge on the inside surface, and a positive charge on the
outside. The negative surface charge on the inside of the
tube accelerates the ion and increases its kinetic energy. If
the ion is on the tube axis so that the charge is evenly
distributed and does not exert a net force, the kinetic
energy of the ion will remain constant while it is in the tube.
Upon exiting the tube, the kinetic energy of the ion decreases as
it moves away from the induced surface charge and the surface
charges on the inside and outside of the of the tube rebalance.
In this case, the interaction between the charge and the induced
charge has no net effect on either the energy of the ion or the
overall charge on the tube.
In reality, the detector tube has both capacitance and resistance to ground through the preamplifier, making an RC circuit. As with the simplified case above, the ion polarizes the
tube as it approaches, inducing a negative charge inside and a
positive charge outside. While the ion is in the tube, the charge
on the outside of the tube (which is equal in magnitude and
polarity to the charge on the ion) flows into the relatively low
impedance of the preamplifier input where it is mostly stored
on the feedback capacitor. This charge is then returned to the
tube as the ion exits. However, a small portion of the positive
charge is lost to the feedback resistance during the transit time,
resulting in a net negative charge on the tube when the charges

re-balance as the ion exits. The deceleration of the ion as it exits
the tube is now greater than the acceleration it received when it
entered, which results in a net loss of kinetic energy for the ion.
While trapped, an ion spends about 30% of its time in the
detector tube [31] so after the ion exits, there is time for the
tube to return to its original potential before the ion returns.
The change in the voltage of the tube due to the induced
charge can be calculated from the amplifier gain, and then the
change in the voltage of the tube during the ion’s passage can
be calculated from the time constant of the RC circuit, the
frequency of the ion’s oscillation, and the duty cycle. For the
ions studied here, the voltage on the tube drops by about 1 nV
while the ion passes through it, leading to a net decrease of the
ion’s kinetic energy per charge of 1 neV/z with each pass. Even
for the tens of thousands of passes, the ions undergo during a
3 s trapping event, the total energy loss is still only tens of
microvolts. Thus, the effect of the ion’s collisions with the
background gas is about 104 times more important than the
effect of the charge-induced charge interaction. As a result,
Equation 6 should be modified to include the effects of collisions, but the effects of the charge-induced charge interaction
can be ignored.
Equation 7 results from combining Equations 3, 5, and 6
and describes the ion’s energy as a function of time as a result
of mass loss from solvent evaporation and collisions with
background gas.


i

Ei −V h
mi −mp e−k ðT Þt þ mp þ V e−t=τ
ð7Þ
E¼
mi
Note that m, which varies with time here, is also in Equation 4 for τ. However, including this time dependence explicitly
has a negligible impact on the results; therefore, we simply use
the initial mass of the particle (mi) in Equation 4.
Substituting Equations 5 and 7 into Equation 2 yields the
following expression,
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

−0:9
i
 −k ðT Þt
Cz
E i −V h
−t=τ

þ
V
e
f ¼ 
m
−m
þ
m
e
i
p
p
mi
mi −mp e−k ðT Þt þ mp

ð8Þ
which provides the oscillation frequency of a trapped ion as a
function of time, accounting for first-order loss of solvent and
loss of energy due to background gas collisions. The electric
potential is a function of time because the ion is oscillating
through the trap, but using the time-weighted average electric
potential that a trapped ion experiences (46.9 V for the trap
used here) is a good approximation. The energies calculated
with reasonable parameters using Equation 7 and assuming a
constant, average electric potential, differ from calculations
where the variations in the electric potential are treated explicitly by only around 1–100 ppm.
Equation 8 has a negative second derivative with respect to
time for reasonable input parameters, so it is a candidate to
model gradual frequency shifts such as in Figure 1a. The red
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curve in this figure is in fact the best fit using this model where
the measured charge and mass were taken as initial guesses for
z and mi. C, Ei, and V were fixed, whereas z, mi, mp, and k were
varied within reasonable limits. The best fit was achieved with
mi = 4.094 MDa and mp = 4.082 MDa. A bare T = 4 HBV
capsid should contain 120 capsid protein dimers and have a
sequence mass of 4.025 MDa. The final mass, mp, is significantly larger than the sequence mass. In other studies, we have
observed that freshly assembled T = 4 capsids often contain
more than the expected number of dimers and then relax back
to the expected mass over time. The fit indicates that ~13 kDa
of solvent evaporates away from the T = 4 ion while it is
trapped. If the energy loss from collisions is not included in
the fit, the model predicts the loss of ~20 kDa of solvent. It is
therefore important to include the ~0.2 eV/z loss of energy from
collisions. It is also clear from this result that continuous mass
loss is essential to explain the observed increase in frequency.
This conclusion is supported by other studies where the frequency increase was found to depend on the interface conditions. For example, heating the inlet [10] and increasing the
pressure in the first two regions [6–9] of the instrument are both
expected to improve desolvation. Much larger frequency increases are observed when those steps are not taken, indicating
that there is more solvent evaporation when ions are not as
thoroughly desolvated.
The sudden drop in frequency just after 500 ms in Figure 1b
is another common phenomenon for HBV capsid ions. Note
that both before and after the drop, a gradual increase in
frequency is observed, similar to Figure 1a. At least one drop
occurs for about 43% of the trapped HBV ions. More than one
drop occurs for about 11%. A histogram of the trapping time
where the drop occurs is given in Figure 2a. Clearly, these
discrete drops are most likely to occur near the beginning of the
trapping event. According to Equation 2, a discrete drop in
frequency can only result from a sudden drop in charge or a
sudden, substantial increase in mass or energy. There is no
conceivable means for an ion in high vacuum to suddenly gain
substantial energy or mass, leaving loss of charge as the only
plausible explanation. To verify this, the average charge measured after the drop in frequency was compared with the
average charge measured before the drop. This comparison
was made for every ion where there was a frequency drop,
and the results were binned into a histogram. The result is
shown in the black trace of Figure 2b. This peak is symmetric
and is centered at −1.0 e with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 2.1 e.
To ensure that this result was not an artifact of our analysis,
the frequency plots for ions that did not undergo a drop were
split and the charges before and after the split were compared.
To be able to compare the width and the shape of the charge
difference histograms, the files were split with approximately
the same time distribution as the sudden frequency drops
(Figure 2a). The red trace in Figure 2b is a histogram of the
difference in charges for these trapping events. It is centered at
+0.1 e and has a 2.0 e FWHM. The FWHM is almost the same
as observed for trapping events where a sharp drop in

Figure 2. (a) Histogram of the times at which charge loss
occurs. (b) The black trace is a histogram of the change in
charge (final charge – initial charge) that occurs at the frequency
drops. The red trace is the charge difference histogram for ions
without a frequency drop, where the frequency versus time
plots were randomly divided into initial and final regions according to the time distribution in part a)

frequency occurred (2.1 e). This indicates that the width of
the charge histogram for the frequency drops is predominantly
from the uncertainty in the measurement rather than from a
distribution of charges being lost. The charge uncertainty improves with the square root of measurement time [30], and as
evident from Figure 2a, the initial charge measurement is
usually made over a short time. This leads to a relatively
imprecise charge measurement, which results in the broad
peaks in Figure 2b. The apparent slight increase in the average
charge (0.1 e) noted above for ions that do not lose a charge is
at least partially due to an artifact resulting from a change in the
duty cycle of the signal [31]. As discussed above, solvent
evaporation and background gas collisions throughout the 3 s
trapping event decrease the energy over time. As the kinetic
energy decreases, the ions do not penetrate as far into the
endcaps of the trap, and the duty cycle changes slightly. On
the other hand, the center of the peak from ions that do lose a
charge is not offset from −1.0 e. This is probably because the
loss of a charge increases the kinetic energy per charge, which
offsets the energy loss from evaporation and collisions.
To summarize our conclusions to this point, the gradual
increase in the frequency observed for all ions is attributed to
solvent evaporation in conjunction with energy loss from collisions, and the sudden drops in frequency are assigned to the
loss of a single positive charge. The next step is to determine
how much mass is lost along with each charge. We start by
determining the charges from the largest portions of the
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trapping events that are uninterrupted by charge loss. The
charges for other regions of the trapping events are then adjusted by 1 e increments based on this measurement. The initial m/z
is determined from the first 100 frequency measurements
(which corresponds to the first ~10 ms of trapping) assuming
an energy of 100 eV/z. The initial mass is obtained from the
initial charge multiplied by the initial m/z. The mass just before
a charge loss event (mf) is determined by iteratively solving
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
zf
C
ff ¼u
i
t h
1:8
mf
m
ðEi −V Þ zzfi mfi þ V e−t=τ

ð9Þ

by adjusting mf until the right side of the equation matches the
measured frequency just before the charge loss event. Note that
the energy loss due to collisions is accounted for by the exponential term in the denominator. In Equation 9, parameters with
a subscript i are for the beginning of the trapping event, and
parameters with subscript f correspond to the time just before
the frequency drop. Equation 9 is similar to Equation 8, except
that mf in Equation 9 is not given by Equation 5. We use
Equation 9 to model energy loss from collisions and solvent
evaporation and then use the measured frequency and charge
measurements to determine mf. In other words, Equation 8
provides the theoretical basis that explains the raw frequency
data, while Equation 9 is how the frequency and charge measurements are used to obtain an accurate mass at different times
during a trapping event. Since the mass loss before the step in
the frequency is due to continuous solvent evaporation, we can
use the time-weighted average electric potential that the ion
experiences in the trap for V in Equation 9 (46.9 V). Also, the
charge is constant during these gradual frequency changes, so
the charge just before the charge loss event, zf = zi, the initial
charge.
In principle, Equation 9 could also be used to calculate how
much mass is lost along with the single charge. In this case, the
subscript i would now refer to the value of the parameter just
before the charge loss and the f subscript would indicate the
value just after the loss. However, a time-weighted average
electric potential cannot be used in this case because the event
is discrete and occurs at a particular electric potential, and we
do not know where charge loss occurs for a particular ion.
To determine the mass lost with the charge, we start by
defining the frequency shift as the difference between the
oscillation frequencies before and after charge loss. Our approach is to compare the histogram of the frequency shifts for
all ions that lose a charge (the solid black line of Figure 3a) with
histograms of simulated frequency shifts for assumed mass
losses. The histogram of the measured frequency shifts shows
two peaks at around −35 and −87.5 Hz, with a low intensity
region between them. To generate the histogram of simulated
frequency shifts, we take the initial frequency and charge for
each ion before the charge loss. When charge loss occurs, we
calculate a final frequency assuming the loss of one charge
along with a particular associated mass using Equation 9. As
noted above, this requires information on the electric potential

Figure 3. (a) Histograms of measured measured frequency
shifts (solid black line). The dashed red line shows the simulated
frequency shift histogram for an ion with an initial mass of
4.02 MDa, an initial charge of 146 e, and a mass loss of
1000 Da with the charge (see text). The solid red line shows
the composite simulated frequency shift histogram determined
by summing the simulated histograms calculated assuming a
mass loss of 1000 Da with the charge, for all ions that show a
frequency drop (see text). The composite and measured histograms are normalized to the same total areas. (b) The solid blue
line shows the probability distribution of the electric potential
experienced by a 100 eV/z ion oscillating in the trap. Substantial
amounts of time are spent in or near the detector tube (close to
0 V) and near the reflection point (close to 100 V). The green line
shows the electric field (right hand axis) experienced by the ions
as a function of the electric potential

where the charge loss occurs. The blue line in Figure 3b shows
the probability distribution of electric potentials experienced by
a trapped ion. It was obtained by calculating the trajectory of a
trapped ion with Simion 8.1 and tracking the electric potential
at the ion’s location at evenly spaced time steps. The ion spends
nearly a third of its time near 0 V, which represents time spent
in or near the detector tube, and it spends a substantial time near
100 V, where it reflects. Little time is spent at any particular
potential between 0 V and 100 V. For each ion, the frequency
shift is then calculated for thousands of potentials following the
probability distribution shown in Figure 3b. This procedure
neglects the fact that ions will reflect at lower electric potential
as they lose energy from mass evaporation and collisions, but
few ions have energies that drop below 99 eV/z, so this is not a
serious concern. An example of a calculated frequency shift
histogram for an ion with an initial mass and charge of
4.02 MDa and 146 e, which loses a mass of 1000 Da with the
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charge, is shown as the dashed red line in Figure 3a. The
frequency shift histogram corresponds closely to the electric
potential probability distribution (blue line in Figure 3b). Simulated frequency shift histograms were calculated for all ions
that show frequency drops using initial masses and charges
from just before the drop, and then the individual histograms
were summed to form a composite histogram. An example of a
composite simulated frequency shift histogram is shown as the
solid red line in Figure 3a. The composite histogram is normalized to the same area as the experimental one. The composite
histogram is similar to the measured histogram; both show two
peaks with intensity between them. For mass losses of between
0 and 2000 Da with the charge, both peaks move to less
negative frequency shifts as the mass loss increases. However,
the peak at around −87.5 Hz shifts by substantially more than
the peak at −35 Hz, and so it is the location of the peak at
around −87.5 Hz that provides the best information about the
mass loss associated with the loss of a charge. From these
simulations we estimate that the mass loss is 1000 ± 400 Da.
The composite histogram shown in Figure 3a was calculated
for a mass loss of 1000 Da. For mass losses less than 600 Da
the composite histogram is too far to the left in Figure 3a, and
for mass losses greater than 1400 Da it shifts too far to the right.
The mass loss depends on the model used to describe the
energy loss from collisions (Equation 3). Thus, the mass loss
deduced here should be considered an estimate.
In addition to allowing an estimate of how much mass is lost
with the charge, the simulations provide an explanation of the
shape of the measured frequency shift histogram. The peak at
around −87.5 Hz is from charge loss occurring at electric
potentials near 0 V while the ion is in or near the detector tube,
whereas the peak around −35 Hz is from charge loss at electric
potentials near 100 V, which is in the endcap region of the trap,
where the ions are turning-around.
The intensity in the measured histogram at around −87.5 Hz
is significantly less than in the simulation. As noted above, the
peak at −87.5 Hz is due to ions in and near the detector tube.
The electric field in the detector tube is close to zero, so this
raises the possibility that charge loss outside the detector tube is
promoted by electric fields. The solid green line in Figure 3b
shows the electric field (right hand axis) experienced by the
ions as a function of the electric potential. In the regions of low
electric field (corresponding to the peaks in the frequency shift
histograms) the intensity in the measured histogram is less than
in the simulated composite histogram. On the other hand, in
regions of high electric field (between the peaks) the intensity
in the measured histogram exceeds the intensity in the simulated one. Hence, these results suggest that charge loss by the
capsid is promoted by an external electric field.
It is possible that discrimination could influence the intensities in the frequency shift histogram. For example, if charge
loss changed an ion’s energy or trajectory so that it was not
trapped for the full ~3 s, the ion would not be included in these
results. If those events occurred preferentially in a particular
part of the trap, the intensities in the frequency shift histogram
would be skewed. However, the ion energies usually change by

less than 1 eV/z during the trapping event, and remain within
the energy bandwidth of the trap. The change in an ion’s
trajectory from loss of mass and charge should also be small,
and unlikely to affect the ion’s ability to be trapped because
there are restoring fields in the trap to correct for small changes
in trajectory. Finally, the frequency shift histogram in Figure 3a
is depleted in regions of both high and low potential where the
changes in the oscillation frequency are largest and smallest,
and it is enhanced between these extremes. This is incompatible with discrimination playing a significant role.
Knowing that the mass loss associated with each charge loss
is around 1000 Da, the total mass loss can be calculated for
each ion. The total mass loss is the sum of the mass lost with
each charge and the mass lost by gradual evaporation, which is
modeled by Equation 5. Figure 4 shows histograms of total
mass loss for ions that undergo a charge loss (solid black line)
and for ions that did not (solid red line). In both cases, the most
frequent mass loss (the peak in the distribution) is at around
20 kDa, but there are significant tails to larger mass losses that
extend up to around 100 kDa. On average, ions that do not
undergo a charge loss lose around 31 kDa when trapped,
whereas ions that lose at least one charge lose around
36 kDa. The latter ions lose more mass in part because of the
mass associated with the charge loss, but those ions also lose
more to evaporation.
As noted above, it is anticipated that the ions studied here
are generated by the charge residue model where droplets
evaporate away and deposit their leftover charge on the ions.
The HBV capsids were electrosprayed from a 100 mM ammonium acetate solution. In the final stages of solvent evaporation,
the residue will become enriched in ammonium acetate and
acetic acid as water and ammonia are the most volatile components. The ion no longer has a liquid water layer and charge
loss can no longer follow the Rayleigh picture of electrostatic
repulsion competing with surface tension. Loss of single
charges, one at a time, is a characteristic of the IEM, though
the ions are not being ejected from a liquid droplet in this case.

Figure 4. Histograms of total mass lost during 3 s trapping
time. The solid black line shows results for ions that do lose a
charge and the solid red line shows results for ions that do not
lose a charge
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However, it seems likely that field emission is ultimately
responsible for the charge loss from the capsid ions.
Ammonia has a higher proton affinity than water [42]; thus
NH4+ is most likely the charge carrier. The mass lost with the
charge probably solvates the charge, lowering its energy. A
mass of 1000 Da corresponds to around 13 ammonium acetate
molecules or around 55 water molecules. For alkali halides, the
M+(MX)13 cluster is particularly stable with a 3 × 3 × 3 cubic
structure [43–45]. However, we cannot confirm that this is a
prominent species for the ejected ions. The IEM involves loss
of solvated ions [15, 16]. Increasing the amount of solvation
lowers the energy of the charge but increases the surface
energy. A balance between these two effects determines the
optimum size of the solvated ion [16]. The results reported here
are also consistent with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of the final stage in the evolution of electrospray droplets [46–
50]. In the MD simulations, the droplets undergo multiple
losses of single solvated charges with solvent losses comparable to those found here.
The average charge on the T = 4 capsids that lose charge is
140 e, which leads to an electric field of around 8 × 108 V/m at
the capsid surface. This is slightly smaller than the field usually
associated with ion emission (109 V/m) [16] but as noted
above, the ions are not being emitted from a liquid droplet.
The field at the capsid surface is much larger than the maximum electric field in the trap (104 V/m), so how can such a
small external field promote ion emission? Multiply charged
ions are metastable. There is an energy barrier associated with
loss of a charge, and the process is expected to be thermally
activated [15]. The external field will slightly lower the activation barrier for some configurations, and a small difference in
the activation barrier makes a large difference to the rate
constant for field emission.
As noted in the Introduction, charge state resolution in the
m/z spectrum is not obtained for megadalton-sized ions, a
problem that is usually attributed to adduct formation. The
results presented here suggest another contributor: charge loss
promoted by external electric fields. The electric fields in the
acceleration region of typical time-of-flight mass spectrometer
are more than an order of magnitude larger than the 104 V/m
experienced by the ions in this study. Thus the ions may lose
charge as they accelerate, and after acceleration their charge
and energy will be mismatched, leading to a loss of resolution
in the m/z spectrum.

Conclusions
CDMS has been used to track the mass and charge of individual HBV capsids for 3 s. All ions gradually lose mass (presumably solvent, water, and/or salt). The total mass lost during the
3 s trapping period peaks at around 20 kDa, though some ions
lose much more. Over 40% of the ions also lose a single charge
combined with a mass of around 1000 Da (again, presumably
solvent). These mass and charge loss processes represent the
final stages in the evolution of megadalton ions after being

electrosprayed. The loss of single charges is characteristic of
the IEM. However, the capsids are almost certainly charged by
the CRM and the charge should not be high enough to generate
a large enough electric field to drive ion emission. The loss of a
substantial amount of solvent along with the charge is consistent with recent MD simulations. The charge loss is promoted
by external electric fields. This may contribute to the loss in m/z
resolution that occurs for megadalton ions.
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